
Word Power
A  1  Answer the questions with the new words below. There are two extra words.

  

pollution
energy

a possibility
an advantage

a flashlight
a source

a flight
save money

electricity
an oven

  1. What do you need to turn on a light?     electricity

  2. What is a trip on a plane called?

  3. What is a problem in many big cities?

  4. What don’t you have when you are tired?  

  5. If one team is better than another, what does it have? 

  6. What do you need to bake a cake?

  7. What can you use when there is no electricity?

  8. What do you need to do when you want to buy something expensive?

 2 Write sentences with the new words you did NOT use.

B
SPEAKING    Choose two new words from below. Ask your partner to make a sentence with 

both of them. Then swap roles. Keep going until you have used all the words.

  

advertisement
as long as
backpack
charger
complete
direction

distance
drop (n)
endless
energy
event
fuel

give up
in order to
item
journey
pilot
pollution

power
provide
run out
sign
turn to
warn

pilot – distance The pilot flew the plane a long distance.

› Workbook, page 41

  1  Translate the words below in your notebook. Use the Glossary on page 181 of 
the Workbook to help you.

  
1. homeless
2. thankful

3. useless
4. helpful

5. painless
6. colorful

7. hopeless
8. beautiful

 2  Work with a partner. Think of as many words as you can that end with -ful or 
-less. Write the words on a piece of paper. Then make up a story using the words 
from your list.

SPEAKING

careful careless

C    Sometimes we add letters to the 
end of a word to change its 
meaning. These endings are 
called suffixes. The suffix -ful 
means full of. The suffix -less 
means without.
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